Snowflake Card Number 1

We are having endless problems with the Facebook automatic feed from the blog
which has been holding up posts for a bit and I know it is frustrating, as some do
follow us through Facebook. Unfortunately, there doesn't seem to be an easy fix to
this but we shall struggle on regardless and carry on posting updates to the blog on
the website. If you click on the link showing on Facebook, it will bring you to the blog
anyway but I know that the lack of pictures looks awful, so apologies for that.
Anyway, enough misery and complaining, lets get on with today's project! This card
uses the 'Nice to Snow' you snowflake template, to create a simple card that again
looks super expensive. To make this card, you just need to choose your size of
snowflake card and cut it out. I like to print direct to card and when I cut the shape
out, I fold the design through the middle, so you only cut one snowflake instead of
two.

I've decided to decorate this one with an embossing folder but this time, I am using a
clear embossing ink all over the inside of the folder before running it through the
Cuttlebug. You need to place your cut snowflake card (the front half only) inside the
folder and run it through. This will create the raised embossed image and the design
will also be sticky for you to add some embossing powder, which will give it a glitter
effect.
Note: You could also use a glue pad instead of embossing powder and then add
glitter, making sure you clean your embossing folder off right away, to prevent glue
setting inside the design.

You can see the effect you get on this square piece of card that I have used in the
same way. To finish your card, add some ribbon and stick on gems, as well as a
greeting, using the greeting button circles on the template or cut out a square of card
as I have done. So there you have it, a quick but lovely looking card for the festive
season.

Thanks for visiting!

